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11Abstract. This paper aims at ensuring efficient recommendation. It proposes a new context-aware 
12semantic-based probabilistic situations injection and adaptation using ontology approach and 
13Bayesian-classifier. The idea is to predict the relevant situations for recommending the right 
14services. Indeed, situations are correlated with the user’s context. It can therefore be considered in 
15designing a recommendation approach to enhance the relevancy by reducing the execution time. 
16The proposed solution in which four probability-based-context rule situation items (user’s location 
17and time, user’s role, their preferences and experiences) are chosen as inputs to predict user’s 
18situations. Subsequently, the weighted linear combination is applied to calculate the similarity of 
19rule items.  The higher scores between the selected items are used to identify the relevant user’s 
20situations. Three context parameters (CPU speed, sensor availability and RAM size) of the current 
21devices are used to ensure adaptive service recommendation. Experimental results show that the 
22proposed approach enhances accuracy rate with a high number of situations rules. A comparison 
23with existing recommendation approaches shows that the proposed approach is more efficient and 
24decreases the execution time.

25Keywords: Ontology; heterogeneous connected objects; situations rules enrichment; situations rules 
26adaptation; situations rules learning.
27

281. Introduction
29Nowadays, many smart applications like smart health, smart home and smart city 

30[1-2] require efficient situations enrichment and adaptive service delivery through 
31recommendation systems. The recommendation is the most helpful way to assist users in 
32their everyday activities. The proposed solutions for situations enrichment and service 
33delivery in such applications require low execution time and high accuracy level to meet 
34the user’s requirements in a large number of available rules [3].

35In the smart environment, ontologies are widely standard models and supporting 
36techniques for improving the recommendation of services and quality of life by detecting 
37the relevant situations of a user and easy access to their related services [4]. However, 
38ontology models can be applied to different smart domains by exploiting their capacities 
39to capture and exchange information through unified view of the data. High accuracy and 
40fastness are the most desired targets for any recommendation ontology-based approach. 
41High accuracy means closing gaps between what users want and available situation’s 
42services, while fastness ensures that situation’s services are recommended in a short 
43response time. In general, the existing ontologies models use a static mechanism to 
44recommend situations’ services. This kind of static recommendation of situations’ services 
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45results in poor consideration of the whole user’s context, thus preventing the dynamic 
46recommendation of relevant situations and long-time adaptation of services to users 
47according to devices' heterogeneity. In fact, considering rich contextual factors such as the 
48user's role, user's location, day and time, user's implicit and explicit preferences, user’s 
49history and current situation during the recommendation process may much better 
50improve the accuracy of the recommended rule items. Furthermore, we aim to assist the 
51user in different moving scenarios by providing pertinent rules/services considering rich 
52contextual factors (e.g., its user's role and location, day and time, user’s implicit and 
53explicit preferences, user's history, user’s current situation, etc.). For instance, the system 
54will not recommend cinema services or any entertainment services during the weekday 
55although if the user is near to the cinema. However, the system recommends these services 
56on the weekend.

57Other approaches have been identified in the literature [4] to recommend the services 
58in the smart environment. Most of them have used content or collaborative approaches, 
59which are based only on user preferences. However, these techniques' performance 
60decreases facing up the complexity of managing a huge number of situations and mobile 
61devices or looking for suitable services while respecting time requirements. For smart 
62environments, we need a roadmap to combine semantic models with uncertain methods 
63to perform the recommendation system according to the accuracy rate and response time. 
64Recently, several surveys and studies in the field of rule-based recommendation [28] [29] 
65have focused exclusively on recommendation process techniques regardless of the 
66following questions: what is the context information to take into consideration for a better 
67understanding and an effective result? Which device is the best to use considering the 
68immediate situation? How to develop an efficient recommendation mechanism to inject 
69new situation rules extracted from users’ agendas to rapidly filling up the agendas of 
70newly registered users. Most existing recommendation techniques offer relevant rules and 
71suitable services to persons but introduce considerable challenges when it comes to 
72pervasive computing. Existing techniques do not deal with a huge number of situation 
73rules with several moving scenarios (e.g., at home, at work, at car, etc.) and dynamic 
74context evolution exhibiting varying degrees of precision, accuracy, and processing time, 
75nor do they handle multiple devices at the run-time. In this scope, to recommend the right 
76situation rule in the right context for the right person, a context-aware semantic model for 
77rule-based recommendation system needs to be considered. 

78Since situations are correlated with the user’s context, it can be considered in 
79designing a recommendation approach to enhance relevancy and reduce the execution 
80time.  This paper proposes a new de-facto classification of situation rules that reflect the 
81different types of user’s situations rather than dealing with each situation separately, 
82which we believe provides an alternative as a complement to the standard semantic 
83models. More precisely, we define four probability-based-context items (user’s location, 
84user’s role, user’s preferences, and time) in their classification. Underlying these selections 
85of such dimensions are three main situations rules classes that should be sufficient to 
86derive other specific situations according to user’s role, specific points of days, and smart 
87domain. Thus, summary of the contributions of this work are:

88 Enhance semantic description of user’s context profile and improve 
89classification of situations rule based on four probability-based-context items 
90(user’s location and time, user’s role, user’s preferences, and user’s experiences).

91 Apply multidimensional (user’s context, device capability, and rule content) 
92recommendation space for smart environments.

93 Combine semantic classification techniques and Bayesian-classifier to 
94improve recommendation of situation rules and a high accuracy rate by 
95Bayesian-classifier. The weighted linear combination is applied to calculate 
96the similarity of rule items.  The higher scores between the selected items 
97are used to identify the relevant user’s situations.
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98 Compare performance between the proposed approach and four other 
99recommendation approaches among the most common algorithms learning-
100recommendation for various performance metrics. 

101The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing related 
102works. Section 3 presents and details the proposed recommendation approach. Section 4 
103presents in detail the proposed methodology. Section 5 discusses some potential results 
104and conclusions. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions of our paper and the future 
105research directions.

1062. Related Works
107Recently, recommendation systems have been used in several domains such as 

108movies, tourism e-commerce, health, and social network. Recommendation approaches 
109are divided into four major strategies: i) Content-Based approach ii) Collaborative 
110approach and iii) hybrid approach and iv) context-aware based approach.

1112.1. Content-Based Filtering 
112Research manuscripts reporting large datasets that are deposited in a publicly 

113available database should specify where the data have been deposited and provide the 
114relevant accession numbers. If the accession numbers have not yet been obtained at the 
115time of submission, please state that they will be provided during review. They must be 
116provided prior to publication.

117This type of recommendation approach is based on the analysis of the content of 
118items that have been rated previously by the users and the content of items to be 
119recommended [5]. These approaches aim to recommend similar items to those rated items 
120by a user in the past. They can be used in different domains such as recommending 
121restaurants, hotels, web pages, movies, and journals. Many algorithms have been 
122proposed for content-based filtering that predict a numeric value (i.e. rating of an item) 
123show how far an item can interest a user. 

124Marko et al. [6] propose a content-based filtering approach for image 
125recommendation. This approach utilizes affective metadata (i.e. metadata that describes 
126emotions of the user, “this image gives me a sad feeling”) and the content of an image to 
127recommend. This work shows that the use of affective metadata in a content-based 
128recommendation system for images yields a significant improvement in the performance 
129of the recommendation much better than using generic metadata (e.g. genre). 

130Deldjoo et al. [7] propose a content-based video recommendation system that 
131includes a technique to analyze contents of videos and extract videos’ features (i.e. low-
132level stylistic features such as lighting, color, shadows, and camera motion). These 
133features can be used to predict intended emotional, aesthetic, or informative effects to 
134provide users with recommendations. This technique neglects semantic features such as 
135title of the film, year of production, nationality, genre of video, names of the actors, 
136original language, and subtitle. Despite that, the collection of high-level semantic features 
137is more costly because it requires an editorial effort, which is not always available. 

138To help authors retrieve the relevant journal and speed up the inscription and 
139reviewing processes. Wang et al. [8] propose a content-based recommendation system for 
140journals or conferences publication known as Publication Recommendation System (PRS). 
141This system can suggest the best conferences or journals based on the manuscript 
142summary through a priority order process. The PSR uses two methods including Term 
143Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Chi-Square feature selection. 
144The first method TF-IDF offers a way to recognize the important terms of an article by 
145associating a weight for each term [9]. While the second method chi-square statistic 
146calculates the degree of relationships between the term 𝑡 and a class 𝑐, like computer 
147science journals or symposium [10]. 
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148Further, the PRS adopts a real-time online system that uses a web tool to 
149automatically update the training model. However, this system achieves 61.37% accuracy 
150for paper recommendations, which is quite low. We believe that accuracy can be 
151improved significantly if the system takes into account other criteria such as authors’ 
152preferences, impact factors, the first decision, and special issues. 

153The major problem in the content-based filtering approach in recommendation 
154systems is the overspecialization problem. In which the system provides 
155recommendations based only on the user’s profile and neglects the user’s future interests. 
156The system finds items close to those already recommended by the client. In other words, 
157it does not provide novelty from the user perspective and prevents recommending 
158surprising items that users have not discovered yet.

1592.2. Collaborative-Filtering (CF)
160These approaches are based on aggregating and analyzing users’ experiences in the 

161past, then predicting users’ interests in the future. As collaborative filtering approaches 
162rely on users’ feedback, they can recommend accurately complex items (e.g. video or music 
163content) than content-based filtering. However, the extraction of visual features of videos 
164is quite difficult. In addition, suggesting appropriate items to a client based on their 
165interests and desires extracted from their feedbacks appears naturally easier. One of the 
166major issues in CF is the sparsity of users’ ratings.  

167To address this issue, Zhang et al. [11] present a CF recommendation system based 
168on Slope smoothing scheme and items classification. This approach predicts unrated items 
169by employing two main phases to produce recommendations. The first step calculates the 
170average deviation of two items based on Slope one scheme. The second step generates the 
171prediction based on Pearson correlation similarity. 

172Hernando et al. [12] propose a CF technique based on Bayesian probabilistic model 
173to predict the tastes of users. This technique adapts the factorization of high-rating matrix. 
174Unlike the traditional factorization of matrix, this mechanism assigns a vector k ranging 
175from [0, 1] with an understandable probabilistic model which allows identifying classes 
176of users having similar desires. The new factorization technique offers a significant 
177improvement in terms of quality of prediction and recommendation accuracy. However, 
178this technique imposes a significant computational time during the decomposition of the 
179initial matrix into two matrices.

180Recently, deep learning-based methods find a way to submerge in recommendation 
181systems. Wang et al. [13] propose a Neural Graph Collaborative Filtering (NGCF) based 
182recommendation system. This system includes user-item interaction graph into high-
183order connectivity graph-based embedding function preserving collaborative signal. 
184However, the user-item interaction structure used for understanding user behaviors is 
185quite poor and based only on collaborative signal. More specifically, many other forms of 
186knowledge models can be used to better understand user behavior, such as context-aware 
187model [14-16] and social networks [17]. So far, several collaborative filtering 
188recommendation systems have been studied and tested. evaluated. 

189We found that collaborative filtering approaches could address one problem at once 
190either overcoming the cold start (i.e., when a new user has not provided enough ratings, 
191or a new item has not been rated yet, the system is not able to generate reliable 
192recommendations) or augmenting the recommendation accuracy rate. Furthermore, the 
193cold start problem consists of rating data sparsity. The data sparsity evaluates the ratio of 
194available ratings to all possible ratings [19]. In real recommendation systems, the sparsity 
195is very close to one (100%) since users rate a small number of database records [19]. For 
196these causes, it is difficult for collaborative filtering to provide good results addressing 
197these problems. To deal with these problems, researchers use hybrid recommendation 
198techniques where they combine two or more mechanisms, e.g., combine collaborative and 
199content-based techniques [20]. 
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2002.3. Hybrid Filtering 
201As we have shown above, each collaborative and content-based technique has its 

202limitations, like the overspecialization, the clod start, and the sparsity problem. In fact, 
203hybrid approaches have been proposed to enhance the recommendation accuracy and 
204avoid above-mentioned limitations of collaborative and content-based techniques. 
205Soboroff et al. [20] propose a mixture recommendation technique that depends on both 
206collaborative filtering and content-based filtering to get out the best of both approaches. 
207Content-based filtering is based on the analysis of the content of past relevant documents 
208to construct user profiles. Furthermore, CF is based on the correlation of users’ ratings of 
209past items to recommend novel items where a correlation coefficient is calculated between 
210each user.  However, this work neglects the contextual aspect of users such as 
211spatiotemporal-based and role-based user preferences, which reduces the quality of 
212recommendation. Yu et al. [21] develop a platform called a COntext-aware MEdia 
213Recommendation (CoMeR) based on hybrid-processing approach. It combines three 
214different approaches, including, content-based approach, Bayesian-classifier approach, 
215and the rule-based approach. Furthermore, it employs a context-aware model that 
216represents the user profile including, spatiotemporal information, and user preferences. 
217This platform supports media adaptation and recommendations for smart mobile 
218applications. This work shows significant results with accuracy rates around 0.8 and recall 
219rates around 0.75. However, CoMeR platform lacks flexibility. It provides a static model 
220in which the database is updated in an offline manner. Therefore, we intend to fix this 
221problem by using a learning process classifier that updates automatically and dynamically 
222the database in an online manner. Nilashi et al. [22] develop a hybrid method using multi-
223criteria-based collaborative filtering for hotels recommendation. Further, to improve the 
224recommendation accuracy of multi-criteria CF, they combined three techniques, 
225including, Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 
226System (ANFIS), and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction. 
227This work shows high accuracy on the TripAdvisor dataset. However, items’ model and 
228users’ model are updated in an offline manner, which makes this work incapable to 
229incrementally adapt new data ratings. Therefore, incremental learning is needed to 
230consider new updates on the fly. Services recommendation becomes an important aspect 
231in pervasive environments due to their dynamicity and heterogeneity. Various 
232recommendation approaches that we have studied in previous sections focus only on 
233rating and similarity measurement and neglect context information. Neglecting the 
234context in recommendation systems remains inappropriate for such dynamic 
235environments (i.e., context changing). Therefore, it will be necessary to consider context-
236aware approaches in recommendation systems to recommend more relevant services for 
237the user's needs and usage context. 

238Context-aware recommendation system
239Recently context has been widely used in multiple disciplines [23]. For instance, 

240classic recommendation systems can take advantage of contextual information such as 
241location, time, user activity, and social information, to improve recommendation 
242accuracy. The integration of context information has been adopted by many researchers 
243in many areas including pervasive environments, marketing, smart domains, and IoT [23].  

244Some researchers exploit the time and location information to reduce the search space 
245that enables to enhance recommendation accuracy, namely time-aware and location-
246aware recommendation [24-25]. Point-Of-Interest (POI) recommendation is one of the 
247most context-aware recommendation systems that is based on spatiotemporal context 
248information. It recommends the best places to visit. Yuan et al. [26] introduce a 
249spatiotemporal-aware POI recommendation system to recommend a list of POIs for a 
250given user’s location at a specific time, e.g., recommend for a user to visit a nearby 
251restaurant at midday. They develop a POI recommendation model based on human 
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252behaviors, namely, temporal behaviors and spatial behavior. Moreover, temporal and 
253spatial behavior can play a significant role in analyzing users’ activities and improving 
254recommendation accuracy. For instance, if many users visit a restaurant at midday but 
255very few users visit a library at the same time, then the restaurant should be given a higher 
256priority than the library during recommending POIs for a user to visit at midday. 
257However, this work tends to produce a pool of unrelated POIs that the user may not 
258continuously visit due to the lack of related associations between POIs. To cope with that 
259issue, Zhou et al. [27] propose a recommendation system based on user-effective Point-of-
260interest path (POI) that can recommend POIs by considering both possible associations 
261and diversity features of POIs. In that case, they develop a top-k POI recommendation 
262model based on effective path coverage to improve the performance of the 
263recommendation algorithm.

264People in real life tend to seek advice from their entourage based on social context 
265before trying or purchasing something new. Integrating social context in recommendation 
266systems increase significantly the performance of the recommendation in terms of 
267accuracy. Researchers have used social information (e.g. family, followed and followers, 
268friends list, relationships, trusted and untrusted users) to improve the prediction when 
269providing recommendations. Hong et al. [27] propose context-aware recommendations 
270using a role-based trust network. They use the term role to model common context-aware 
271interests within a group of users. The user can play different roles (e.g. diner, movie fan, and 
272reader), which may change dynamically by context changes. They use Weighted Set 
273Similarity Query (WSSQ) algorithm to calculate the value of trust between two users in 
274order to build the user’s role-based trust network in a given context. The recommendation 
275is made based on both calculated user’s role-based trust network and user-item rating 
276matrix. However, user context and role sets are predefined in an offline manner, which 
277makes this work incapable to incrementally adapt to new context users. Young et al. [17] 
278propose a personalized recommendation system based on friendship strength using 
279Twitter as a source of big Social Networks Systems (SNS). It recommends interests to users 
280by considering various characteristics of big SNS. This approach is based on social 
281information for measuring closeness between users that are defined as friendship 
282strength. Friendship strength is calculated using three categories of social data, including 
283contents generated by users, relationships information, and interaction information. More 
284precisely, three similarities are calculated for each social data category, including 
285personal, group, interaction similarity, where friendship is the combination of these three 
286similarities. However, this work ignores user context and may suffer from the cold start 
287problem especially when the user has few friendships in his social circle. We also cite a 
288method based on a collaborative social environment and external providers. Currently, 
289Karchoud et al. [29] propose a proactive injection mechanism to inject new situations from 
290external context sources into long-life application. This mechanism uses a collaborative 
291social environment to generate a user-friendly situation model to inject new situations 
292considering user’s context information. Wen et al. [30] propose a recommendation system 
293for mobile applications based on rule items and context information. A semantic model is 
294employed to define correlations among context information.  They use a probability 
295model to predict user’s interests based on the semantic model. 

2962.5. Comparison of recommendation works 
297In recent years, various recommendation techniques [5 - 29] have been developed to 

298improve accuracy, adaptation, and flexibility using different filtering techniques and 
299strategies. Table 1 illustrates a comparison between several approaches in terms of 
300accuracy, online learning process, data set, scalability, adaptation, and flexibility. We have 
301concluded that the content-based recommendation systems [5 - 10] support the cold start 
302problem in case of updating the data set with new items. However, they suffer from low 
303accuracy compared to collaborative filtering systems. Collaborative filtering techniques 
304[11-20] provide a better accurate recommendation but suffer from the cold start problem. 
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305The existing hybrid approaches [20-22] aim to combine different recommendation 
306approaches to yield better recommendations across the board. However, these 
307approaches are not flexible against context changes and evolution of users’ needs. In other 
308words, they neglect context-awareness during the recommendation process. Considering 
309context information during the recommendation process improves the recommendation 
310accuracy. Thus, several recommendation approaches adopt context awareness [23-31] to 
311achieve a high recommendation accuracy. To cope with this limitation, the purpose of this 
312research paper is to present a novel approach. It consists in enriching the user’s agenda 
313with relevant situations rules. We have the opportunity to classify situations rules by role, 
314location and time in order to guide and filter information depending on their context and 
315preferences to adapt the search process to the specific needs of users.

316Table 1. Comparison of recommendation approaches.

Filtering Approaches Accuracy
Online 

Learning
Dataset Scalability Adaptation Flexibility

[6] 63.00 % ✗ images ✗ ✗ ✗
[7] 72.30 % ✗ Sc. papers ✗ ✗ ✗Content-based 
[8] 70.50 % ✗ Movies ✗ ✗ ✗
[11] 80.70 % ✗ Movies  Partial ✗
[12] 84.60 % ✗ Netflix  Partial ✗

Collaborative-based
[13]

84.60%  
97.30 %

✗ Gowalla Book  Partial ✗

[20] 83.50 % ✗ Movies  Partial ✗
Hybrid-based

[21] 80.00 % ✗ Movies   Partial

Trust-aware [17] 87.84 % ✗ Services   Partial
Location-aware [23] 64.50 % ✗ Services  ✗ Partial

Time-aware [24] 43.40 % ✗ Services  ✗ Partial
Spatiotemporal [26] 51.00 % ✗ Foursquare  ✗ Partial

Role-Based [27] 63.50 % ✗ Epinions  ✗ Partial
Environment-

aware
[29] - ✗ Tourism   C

on
te

xt
-a

w
ar

e

Mobile.-aware [30] - ✗ Tourism   Partial
317

3183. Situation-Based Contextual Model: Definitions and Formalizations
319Situations are increasing in unprecedented ways in different areas of pervasive 

320environments. Users can be found in different situations surrounded by various mobile 
321devices, such as personal mobile phones to accomplish their daily tasks. In practice, the 
322specification of a huge number of situations for each user is quite difficult. However, 
323previous studies [29-30] reveal that the recommendation of the right situation rule in the 
324right context is also a real problem for users, even beyond the users’ experiences. 

325Therefore, it is necessary to recommend useful rules through a recommendation 
326process according to the available devices with current context to enrich automatically 
327user’s agenda. In this context, three approaches can be used, which are content-based 
328filtering, collaborative filtering, and hybrid filtering [30]. In this work of recommendation 
329of relevant situation rules, ontology and hybrid filtering with Bayesian-classifier can play 
330a crucial role to implement context-aware rules classification that enhances relevancy of 
331suggested rules. Realizing ontology-based probabilistic system for context-aware 
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332situations enrichment and adaptation in smart environments gives two main benefits for 
333both semantic and relevance recommendation. The first benefit is achieved through the 
334generic and extendable ontology model Multi-OCSM (Multi-layered Ontology-based 
335Composite Situation Model) [30] to unify the representation of situation rules as well as 
336the sharing and classification of context rules. Multi-OCSM is a formal context and 
337situation-based ontology that can play a vital role in facilitating reasoning by formally 
338representing and reusing smart domain knowledge. We use Multi-OCSM to classify user’s 
339situation rules (e.g. role-based, localization-based, rule-based on localization and role) before the 
340recommendation process to achieve a high quality of recommendation considering three 
341context categories (user preference, situation context, and device capability). We aim to 
342achieve a modular and extensible ontology, additional fields should be easily 
343incorporated according to the characteristics of the examined smart domain. The second 
344benefit is attained through the combination of user explicit and implicit preference, 
345situation context, and device capability with the ultimate goal of covering a 
346multidimensional recommendation space and performing the recommendation system. 
347We detail in the next section the multidimensional recommendation space of the proposed 
348recommendation approach.  

3493.1. Modeling Multidimensional Recommendation Space 
350In this section, we present a new hybrid recommendation model based on three 

351dimensions categories as input: (1) user context dimension including location, time, role 
352and preferences, etc. (2) device capability dimension including CPU speed, memory size, 
353network bandwidth, and so on and (3) rule item dimension as rule’s content. These input 
354dimensions are the base to develop the recommendation system intended to suggest 
355useful and relevant situations rules to the user based on his context (i.e. user location, user 
356roles) and his device capabilities. The dimension of user context reflects different 
357spatiotemporal information related to prior usage rules as well as the assigned rules 
358scores, information related to possible roles that a user can play in the smart space (driver, 
359student, etc.), and information related to user’s explicit and implicit preferences.  The 
360rule item dimension consists of several projections on different context attributes. Each 
361projection is a combination of location, time, role, etc. The device dimension defines device’s 
362features and capabilities. The score of rule item is defined as an output. Since the score 
363determines the user’s interest level in the suggested situation rule item, it is given from a 
364lower value (0) of the score (least preferred) to a higher value (1) of the score (most 
365preferred) (see figure 1). The score is calculated as presented in the following relation:

366𝑹(𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒓𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒙𝒕, 𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒎, 𝑫𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚) = 𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆

367

368Figure 1. Proposed multidimensional recommendation space.
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369We consider as inputs:
370 𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒓𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆 (𝒊) =  {(𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒚; 𝟎.𝟔𝟓), (𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉; 𝟎.𝟒𝟏), (𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒆; 𝟎.𝟓𝟖), (𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌; 𝟎.𝟒𝟏)}.
371 𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒎 (𝒋) =  {(𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏;” 𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒆”), (𝒅𝒂𝒚; “𝒘𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒅𝒂𝒚”), (𝒇𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅; “𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒚”)}.
372 𝑫𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚(𝒌) =  {(𝑪𝑷𝑼;𝟒.𝟓𝑮𝑯𝒛), (𝑹𝑨𝑴; 𝟒𝑮𝑩), (𝑴𝒐𝒅𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚;[𝒕𝒆𝒙𝒕, 𝒂𝒖𝒅𝒊𝒐, 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆, 𝒗𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒐])}

373We obtain as output: Score = 0.88. 

3743.2. The User Context Profile Formalization 
375The user profile includes information about the user, such as location, time, agenda, 

376and role. User’s roles may be ‘student’, ‘citizen’, ‘driver’ etc. and may be determined 
377dynamically using user’s spatiotemporal information and agenda:
378∃ 𝒍, 𝒕 / 𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒂(𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏(𝒍);𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝒕))→ 𝑹𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒊

379In a particular case, only the agenda and time can be used:
380∃  𝒕 / 𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒂(𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝒕))→ 𝑹𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒊

3813.3. The Rule Preference Formalization
382The rule preference indicates the user's explicit and implicit preferences regarding 

383the rule content. It is defined by the pair < 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚, 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 > . The weight is between -1 and 
3841 reflects the level of the user’s interests in such terms. For instance: 
385< 𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒; 0.75 >  ; < 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦; 1 >  ; < 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ; ― 0.75 > . 

3863.4. The Device context
387The available device resources represent the device context (i.e. memory size, 

388network bandwidth, and protocols, etc.).

3893.5. The Situation Rules Formalization
390In this formalization, we should model any contextual application by a set of 

391situations. They are built by a set of events that occurred at a particular location and time 
392as well as set of rules. These rules are used to check these events, and thus inferring the 
393situation. The user defines a set of daily situations that are detected by situation rules. A 
394situation rule is defined by several projections; it has different axes (e.g. Location, Time, 
395Role, Sensor Value, etc.). We flatten the axis into primitives (e.g. inside, outside, near, and 
396far for Location) to enhance the rule’s description. Furthermore, rule modeling can include 
397various exceptions as new dimensions. In addition, we need to determine what the user 
398checks when this situation occurs. Therefore, by considering the relationships between a 
399situation and actions, the actions are activated based on identified situation. The textual 
400description of situation rule is defined as follows:

401𝑹 :𝑵𝒂𝒎𝒆 ; 𝑷𝟏[𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒔(𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆(𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆, 𝒕𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆)…);…] 

402𝑷𝒏 […]  𝑬𝑿𝑪𝑬𝑷𝑻[𝑺𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏/𝑨𝒙𝒊𝒔(…) ]→

403𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔[𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝟏, 𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝟐, …]

4043.6. Classification of Situation Rules 
405The content of situation rules have different nature and can be defined for any smart 

406domain, which we classify them as follows:
407 Role-based rules: This kind of rules depends on the user’s role. As an 

408example of role-based rules, Rule#1(Work) rule checks time axis is equal to 
409the planed time and user’s job is an employer. This rule is described as follows:

410𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆#𝟏 :𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒌 ; 𝑷𝟏[𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝑷𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒅𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(work));𝑹𝒐𝒍𝒆(𝒊𝒔(𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚𝒆𝒓))] 

411𝑬𝑿𝑪𝑬𝑷𝑻[𝑺𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏(𝒗𝒂𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏) ]→

412𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔[𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚 𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌 𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒆, 𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒑𝒉𝒐𝒏𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒕]
413
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414 Localization-based rules: This kind of rules depends on the user’s location. 
415As an example of localization-based rule, Rule#2(𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒) situation 
416rule consists of two projections: 𝑃1 and 𝑃2. 𝑃1 checks the user’s location 
417is outside home and 𝑃2 checks time is between 8 pm and 5 am. It is 
418exceptionally unchecked in Sunday. It is described as follows:

419𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆#𝟐 :𝑨𝒍𝒂𝒓𝒎 𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒆 ; 𝑷𝟏[𝑳𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏(𝑶𝒖𝒕𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆(𝑯𝒐𝒎𝒆, 𝟐𝟎))] 𝑶𝑹

420𝑷𝟐[𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝑨𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓(𝟖𝒑𝒎)𝑩𝒆𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒆(𝟓𝒂𝒎);𝑳𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏(𝑰𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆(𝑯𝒐𝒎𝒆,𝟏𝟎)] 

421𝑬𝑿𝑪𝑬𝑷𝑻[𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝑺𝒖𝒏𝒅𝒂𝒚) ]→

422𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔[𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚 𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒂𝒍𝒂𝒓𝒎 𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏]
423

424 Rules-based on localization and role: These kinds of rules depend on both 
425location and role of a user. For example, Rule#3(Meeting) situation rule 
426checks the user’s location is inside the meeting room and time axis is equal 
427to the meeting time and his role axis is employer.

428𝑹𝒖𝒍𝒆#𝟑 :𝑴𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 ; 𝑷𝟏[𝑳𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏(𝑰𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆("𝑴𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎, 𝟐))

429𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝑷𝒍𝒏𝒆𝒅𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝑴𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈));𝑹𝒐𝒍𝒆(𝒊𝒔(𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚𝒆𝒓))]→

430𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔[𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚 𝒎𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏]

4314. Proposed approach
432The context is crucial and has a serious impact on the entire situation 

433recommendation process. We propose a novel semantic-based probabilistic system that 
434enriches and adapts dynamically user’s situation rules in vast domains (city, work, 
435shopping, travel, tourism, etc.). The objective of the situation enrichment system is to 
436provide suitably adapted rules to users. These rules have to fit with users’ preferences, 
437users’ current situations, and device's capabilities. Figure 2 exhibits the general 
438architecture of the proposed recommendation system. This system is described in two 
439main processes including respectively the learning process and the recommendation 
440process. 

441

442Figure 2. General architecture of the framework.

443The learning process classifies situations rules according to their content after 
444applying pre-processing and filtering techniques. It is based on four main phases, 1) rules 
445profiles collection, 2) pre-processing & filtering rules, 3) rules analysis & classification, 
446and 4) situation rule storage in rules metadata repository. The recommendation process 
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447calculates the final score and recommends new rule items for the user. It is based on five 
448main phases, 1) calculate the similarity of rules items, 2) calculate the probability-based 
449context of rules items, 3) calculate the final score and sorting rules, 4) select compatible 
450rules using SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language), and 5) recommend new rule items. In 
451the next section, we will highlight each part’s different steps of the proposed 
452recommendation system. 

4534.1. Situation rules learning process
454The proposed learning process classifies situation rules according to semantic rule 

455ontology.  The learning process takes a collection of situations rules and outputs classes 
456of learned rules. It consists of the following four main steps (Figure 3): 

457

458Figure 3. An overview of situation rules learning process.

459Step.1 – Collection of rules profiles: consists of collecting situation’s rules from vast 
460platforms and social media then sorting them according to users rating from the most 
461popular until the less popular. After the collection of new situations, the system sends 
462them to the preprocessing module for filtering and prepossessing.  

463Step.2 – Processing and filtering rules profiles: this consists of eliminating 
464redundant and insignificant rules. For instance, rule without consequence and rule 
465without antecedent. 

466Step. 3 – Ontology-based rules analysis and classification: We analyze the situation 
467rules with the defined classes in MULTI-OSCM ontology to decide in which class we 
468classify them. From situation rules, we extract a list of semantic context data relates to 
469user’s role, user’s location, or both from WordNet [14]. For user’s location, WordNet gave 
470semantic data, such as Home, Work, University, Office, Car, etc. For user’s role, WordNet 
471gives semantic data, such as Citizen, Worker, Student, Driver, etc. We define three classes 
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472that represent generic context rules according to the location and the role of user: role & 
473location-based, location-based and role-based. A given situation rule is classified into one 
474of these generic classes based on the location of a user (Home, University, Office, Hospital, 
475Car, City, Parking, Market) and his role (Citizen, Student, Worker, Driver). If the condition 
476of rule contains both location and role terms then we classify it into role & location-based 
477classes. Otherwise, we check if it contains only location terms, so we classify it into 
478location-based classes. If not, we classify it into a role-based class. Then, we determine the 
479most popular situation rules based on the users' ratings. The user’s rating is ranging from 
4801 (i.e. useless rule) to 5 (excellent rule). Each user can give his opinion about a given 
481situation rule. The most popular situations for the user’s current locations and role could 
482be recommended. The popularity of a situation rule is calculated using the following 
483formula:

𝑃𝑆𝑖 =
∑𝑁

𝑗=1 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑆𝑗
𝑖

𝑁
(1)

484where:
485 𝑃𝑆𝑖: The popularity of situation i.
486 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑆𝑈𝑗

𝑖 : the rating of user j for situation i.
487 𝑁: The number of users rated the situation i.

488Step. 4 – Storage of situation rules. Each situation rule is stored in their appropriate 
489class.

4904.2. Recommendation Process of Situation rules
491This section presents a hybrid recommendation strategy for situation enrichment and 

492adaptation based on a weighted linear combination equation. This latter, is a combination 
493of two approaches, the first consists of rule’s content-based semantic similarity, while the 
494second is a Bayesian-classifier. The objective of the recommendation process is to provide 
495suitable rules to users. It takes the user’s preferences, situational context, and device 
496information as input to calculate the situation rules’ scores and returns the relevant rules 
497ranked according to their corresponding final scores. On the one hand, a content-based 
498recommender deals only user’s preferences and rule item content. On the other hand, we 
499use Bayesian classifier to evaluate rule items regarding user situation context. The 
500proposed recommendation process operates in the following six main steps (figure 4):

501Step.1 – Calculation of rule semantic similarity based on content. After the learning 
502process, in the first phase of recommendation, the sorted rules will be used to calculate 
503the similarity between user preferences and rule items. It compares the content of the rule 
504item and the terms of user’s explicit and implicit preferences.

505Step.2 – Calculation of rule probability based on situational context. In the second 
506step of recommendation, we compute the probability for recommending the rule item 
507knowing that we take into account the user  situation context  

508Step.3 – Calculation of rule final score and sorting rules. In the third step of 
509recommendation, we calculate the final score of each rule item including explicit/implicit 
510preferences and Bayesian classifier. Then, we use the final score in order to sort the rule 
511items from the highest score to the lowest.

512Step.4 – Selection of compatible rules based on the device’s capability. For running 
513and adaptation phases, the system selects compatible rules based on the device’s 
514capability through an inference engine. It infers the situation rules, which have the 
515minimum requirements (e.g. memory size, CPU, storage) of available devices (e.g. smart 
516TV, smartphone, tablet, actuator, etc.) in user’s domain (e.g. home, office, car, etc.) and 
517finally add them to the user agenda.

518Step 5. Recommendation of new rules. In this step, we take recommended rules with 
519the highest scores and update both the ontology model and the user’s agenda based on 
520the user’s needs.
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521

522Figure 4. Hybrid rule-based recommendation process.

523Step 6. Agenda and ontology update. In the sixth step, we create a semantic link 
524between the user’s agenda and situation rules stored in the ontology model. When the 
525user’s situation is evolved, the recommended list is changed accordingly.
5264.2.1. Rule’s content-based approach  

527A situation rule is a hierarchical structure of specific depth, which consists of terms, 
528mostly called tags. In smart domains, tags are associated with different fields (security, 
529demotics, work, shopping, tourism, etc.) for efficient rules discoverability. The 
530methodology of calculating the degree of interest of a rule item regarding the user context 
531is presented in this section. However, before the quantification of this degree of interest, 
532some steps should be followed beforehand. Specifically, each user defines explicit 
533preferences in which they will be specified as a vector 𝐸𝑃 =  (𝐶𝑃1… 𝐶𝑃𝑛), where 𝐶𝑃𝑖 
534is configuration preference. Each CP contains four features:

535 Domain: The application’s domain in the configuration preferences, as a 
536string of the possible values (Home, Car, Office, University, Shop, Security, 
537Hospital), 

538 Day: The days in the configuration preferences, as a string of the possible 
539values (Weekday, Weekend)

540 Time: The time in the configuration preferences, as a string of the possible 
541values (Morning, Afternoon, Evening, Night), 

542 Field: The field of user’s domain in the configuration preferences, as a string 
543of the values (Security, Demotics, Study, Health, Work, Shopping). 

544The preferences of the users can be specified explicitly using GUI or extracted 
545implicitly from his rules. The explicit preferences are described using XML and stored in 
546file called configuration preferences. Users can define many configurable preferences (i.e. 
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547domain, day, time, and field).  Besides, the user can specify the range of rules for the 
548recommendation in terms of rules’ popularity (i.e. low, medium, and high popularity). The 
549vector of terms 𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 =  (𝑡1… 𝑡𝑚) is extracted from the vector EP, as defined in 
550Algorithm 1.  

Algorithm 1: Extract Terms From Explicit Preferences (EP).
Input: Explicit preference vector 𝐸𝑃 = (𝐶𝑃1… 𝐶𝑃𝑛);
Output: Term vector 𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 =  Ø;
Begin
1 : For each element 𝐶𝑃𝑖 from 𝐸𝑃
2 :      For each term 𝑡𝑗 from 𝐶𝑃𝑖

3 :        If (𝑡𝑗 ∉  𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚) Then
4 :             𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 ← 𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∪  𝑡𝑗 ;
5 :        End If 
6 :     End For
7 : End For

8 : Return 𝐸𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚
End.

551For each pairs of user-item, we compute weights  𝑤𝑖 regard an explicit term 𝑡𝑖 in 
552order to get the normalized value as follows: 

𝑤𝑖 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑃

𝑒|𝐸𝑃| (2)

553Similarly, the vector of terms 𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 =  (𝑡1… 𝑡𝑚) is extracted from the Rules 
554Repository (RR), as defined in Algorithm 2.  For each user as a vector 𝑅𝑅 =  (𝑟1, …,𝑟𝑛), 
555where 𝑟𝑖 is a rule’s metadata. The weights  𝑤 =  (𝑤1, …, 𝑤𝑚), where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight of 
556implicit term 𝑡𝑖 are calculated as presented in Eq. 3.

Algorithm 2: Extract Terms From Rules Repository (RR)
Input: Rules repository vector 𝑅𝑅 = (𝑟1… 𝑟𝑛);

Output: Implicit preference vector 𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 =  Ø;
Begin
1 : For each element ri from RR
2 :     For each term tj from ri

3 :        If (𝑡𝑗 ∉  𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚) Then
4 :             𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 ← 𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∪  𝑡𝑗 ;

5 :        End If 
6 :     End For
7 : End For

8 : Return 𝐼𝑃_𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 
End.

557

𝑤𝑖 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑅

𝑒|𝑅𝑅| (3)

558The aforementioned parameters, namely term and weight, are of generic nature and 
559can be calculated for any smart domain. The terms are not equally important (i.e. by their 
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560nature, terms in the location or field tag might be more important than subfield tag), so we assign 
561important factors to give each term’s relative importance for rule item metadata. 

562The server stores a description of rules history, which are described using XML. Tags 
563are associated with location, time, role and fields for better rule content organization and 
564discoverability. Obviously, some tags are more important than others. The vector weight
565  𝑊 = {𝑊𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆} is used to define that a tag x has their relative importance (assuming
566 𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.75, 𝑊𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒 = 0.45, 𝑊𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 0.75, 𝑊𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 0.35). 

567We define two vectors called Preference Pair: 𝑃𝑃 =  ((𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚1, 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1)… (𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑚, 
568𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚)) based on the weight  𝑤𝑖 of term 𝑡𝑖 of each user preference (implicit and 
569explicit). We also define the user preference 𝑃 =  (𝑤1… 𝑤𝑚), based on the weight values 
570of each PP vector. Similarly, each rule item is presented as a vector 𝐶 =  (𝑢1, 𝑢2…, 𝑢𝑚) 
571containing weights 𝑢𝑖 of term  𝑡𝑖. The vector C is generating using Algorithm 3. 

572The similarity measure between the rule item and user preference is calculated as 
573presented in Eq.4. It should be noted that the similarity between the rule item and user 
574preference in this work is the cosine similarity since it projects the rule items of the same 
575context dimension in the 3-D recommendation space closer together. 

Algorithm 3: Generating The Vector C 

Inputs:     Rule item’s metadata 𝑅 (item to recommend);
           The vector 𝑃𝑃;
Output:    The vector 𝐶;
Begin
1 : For each term value 𝑡𝑖 from 𝑃𝑃
2 :     If (𝑡𝑖   is merely included in tag 𝑥 of 𝑅) Then
3 :           𝑢𝑖← 𝑊𝑥;
4 :     If (𝑡𝑖  is included in two or more tags of 𝑅) Then
5 :          𝑢𝑖← 𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑊𝑥};
6 :      If (𝑡𝑖   isn’t included in any tag of 𝑅) Then
7 :           𝑢𝑖← 0;
8 : End For

9 : Return 𝐶
End

576For instance, location item of user context dimension:  university, faculty, and Study 
577room are oriented closer together in 3-D recommendation space. The closer meaning of 
578context terms, the higher is the cosine similarity.  The similarity measure is calculated as:

579For each pairs of user-item, we compute weights  𝑤𝑖 regard an explicit term 𝑡𝑖 in 
580order to get the normalized value as follows: 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝐶 × 𝑃

‖𝐶‖ × ‖𝑃‖ =  
∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑢𝑖𝑤𝑖

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑢2

𝑖 ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑤2

𝑖

(4)

5814.2.2. Bayesian-classifier approach
582The main idea of the proposed approach is to use Bayesian classifier to evaluate rules 

583according to current situation context after classifying them in groups using situation 
584multidimensional model. The Bayesian approach is one of the most frequently used 
585classification methods. It considers flexibly uncertain context through ontology model 
586and enables us to adapt to the changing context.   For instance, the situation (home, 
587weekday, morning, citizen) can be represented as a class. The situation context classification 
588can be done on four dimensions. These dimensions are defined as follows: 
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589 Location: The user’s location has the possible values  (Home, University, 
590Office, Outdoors), 

591 Day: The days have the possible values (Weekday, Weekend), 
592 Time: The time has the possible values (Morning, Afternoon, Evening, and 

593Night.) and, 
594 Role: The user’s role has the possible values (Citizen, Student, Worker, and 

595Driver). 
596As it can be seen, 𝑑𝑎𝑦 and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 dimensions are applicable to all smart domains, 

597whereas 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒 is suited to specific smart domains (e.g. Home, University, Office, and Car). 
598Since Cartesian product for the 4-dimensions, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑑𝑎𝑦 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 × 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑒,  equal to 4
599× 2 × 4 × 4 = 128 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 has been covered, all possible probability of classes can be 
600calculated. This probability should not depend merely on the user’s location (home, 
601university, office, and outdoors) of a tag, even if that location is large enough and the tag is 
602associated with numerous locations. Additional dimensions which should also be 
603considered are day and time. The role dimension is introduced to determine the role of 
604user. In this case, values of the role denote greater importance in determining probability 
605of a rule item for a certain class. Other key tags that need to be considered are the value 
606of the “Filed and sub-Field” of each rule item, as it cannot only be used to identify relevant 
607or irrelevant item rules but also to balance the aforementioned role values. For instance, 
608if we considered the class 𝐶𝑖 =  (ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒, 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑,  𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛), then we can compute 
609the probability of a rule item 𝑥 of a given class Ci, as defined in Eq.5. 

         𝑃(𝐶𝑗|𝑥) =  𝑃(𝑥|𝐶𝑗) 𝑃(𝐶𝑗)/𝑃(𝑥)  

   𝑃(𝑥 │𝐶𝑗) =  ∏4
𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑓𝑖|𝐶𝑗)

                         𝑃(𝐶𝑗) = 𝑘(𝐶𝑗) / 𝑇 

   𝑃(𝑥) = ∑𝑘
𝑗=1 𝑃(𝑥│𝐶𝑗)𝑃(𝐶𝑗)

                                𝑃(𝑓𝑖│𝐶𝑗) = 𝑛(𝑓𝑖, 𝐶𝑗) + 0.5
𝑛(𝐶𝑗) + 0.5|𝑉𝑗|

(5)

610where 
611 𝑓𝑖 represents the ith tag of 𝑥,
612 𝑘(𝐶𝑗) represents the total number of users that has used the situation rules 

613in 𝐶𝑗,
614 𝑇 represents the total number of rules in situation rules repository,
615 𝑛(𝑓𝑖, 𝐶𝑗) represents number of tag 𝑓𝑖  appears in  𝐶𝑗,
616 𝑛(𝐶𝑗)  represents the sum of all tags appear in 𝐶𝑗, 
617 |𝑉𝑖| represents the total number of tags appearing in 𝐶𝑗.

618
619For example, we can calculate the probability of adding a rule item (house security’s 

620field) in an outdoors repository on a weekday. At last, the final score of the rule item will 
621be measured using both content-based approach and Bayesian-classifier approach. The 
622final score of the proposed recommendation process is calculated by the weighted linear 
623combination as defined in Eq. 6.

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  𝑊𝐸𝑃 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐸𝑃 + 𝑊𝐼𝑃 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐼𝑃 +  𝑊𝑆 ×  𝑃(𝐶𝑗|𝑥)      (6)

624where 
625 𝑊𝐸𝑃 is assigned to explicit similarity 0 ≤  𝑊𝐸𝑃 ≤ 1
626 𝑊𝐼𝑃 is assigned to implicit similarity 0 ≤  𝑊𝐼𝑃 ≤ 1
627 𝑊𝑆 is assigned to situation probability similarity 0 ≤  𝑊𝑆 ≤ 1
628 𝑊𝐸𝑃 + 𝑊𝐼𝑃 + 𝑊𝑠 = 1; 
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629
630These weights reflect the relative importance of preferences and contextual 

631situations. The obtained scores using the equation given above will be used to rank rule 
632items. These items will be checked and deployed on available devices, sensors, and 
633actuators of current user’s domain.
6344.2.3. Rule-based adaptation process  

635The proposed recommendation approach is applied on limited mobile devices of a 
636user domain in order for the “selected recommendation rules” to be checked.  In 
637addition, we resolve the problem between resources characteristics (devices that run-rule 
638items) and required characteristics (rule item checked and adapted). Examples of such 
639attributes include CPU charge, sensor availability, and memory size and so on. Because 
640of this, the capability context is necessary for maintaining the compatible services to 
641improve the relevancy of the selected item rules and to adapt hybrid recommendation 
642process.

643Towards this direction, a list of rule items of conceptually identical tags is identified, 
644using the SWRL language [18], which is an inference engine of the determination of 
645compatible rules. Simply run, the SWRL predicates compares the features service and the 
646features device by comparing the feature value. If they are similar and its values, we inject 
647rule item in user’s agenda (see Rule 1). Specifically, we assume two available mobile 
648devices of the current user domain were examined: one device having CPU speed equal 
649to high (device 1) and another equal to low (device 2), resulting in 2.1 MHz and 0.5 MHz, 
650respectively. A network of device 1 is {WiFi – 3G}, while a device 1 supports: {WiFi –3G – 
6515G}. To automatically check the available devices for running rule services correctly on 
652the user domain, the SWRL rule (Rule 1) was employed.  The devices requirements 
653which have CPU speed, RAM size, and network were checked with rule services features 
654and then inject into the user’s agenda when both service and rule items features are 
655semantically matched.

Rule 1: Check Device’s Requirements with Situation Rule

User_Profile (?u) ∧ User_Domain (?u, ?d) ∧ hasCPUReq_device (?d, ?CPUSpeed_device) ∧ 
hasRAMReq_device (?d, ?RAMSize_device) ∧ hasNetworkReq_device 
(?d, ?network_device) ∧ Situation_Rule (?r, “Home_Intrusion_Alarm”) ∧ hasCPUReq_rule 
(?rule, ?CPUSpeed_rule) ∧hasRAMReq_rule (?d, ?RAMSize_rule) ∧ hasNetworkReq_rule 
(?d, ?network_rule) ∧ greaterThan(?CPUSpeed_device, ?CPUSpeed_rule) ∧ 
greaterThan (?RAMSize_device, ?RAMSize_rule) ∧ 
greaterThan (?network_device, ?network_rule) 
→ agenda(?u, ?r)

6565. The Prototype 
6575.1. Prototype implementation 

658We implemented a desktop prototype on NetBeans IDE and integrated it on Kali-
659Smart platform. The prototype may manage several customizable options according to 
660user preferences. The ontology-based context-aware situation probabilistic 
661recommendation process is the main module of our prototype, which is in charge of 
662filtering and recommending suitable rules from the rule repository and then adapting 
663these rules to available devices. The prototype enables a semantic matching between the 
664current user context and the recommended situation rules based on the similarity function 
665(Eq.6), considering three-context similarities by using implicit and explicit preferences 
666and Bayesian probability. Figure 5 shows the screenshots of main GUI. 
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667

668   Figure 5. Main GUI of our recommendation and adaptation approach.

669The Java-based prototype can: 
6701. Create and save a novel profile with its preferences in the profile configuration file, 
6712. Manage any user’s preferences, which has several customizable options according to 

672user preferences. For example, the user can select between locations, roles to either 
673worker or others. The weight for the recommendation processes can be also 
674customized by the user, selecting a value among [0, 1] in the GUI, 

6753. Recommend relevant rules according to profile configuration and 
6764. Adapt actions services based on the device’s characteristics information.

677
678Figure 6 shows how the GUI specifies the preferences of a user and selects the 

679requested values of his preferences. Indeed, the system calculates the weights of explicit 
680attributes according to Eq. 3 and selects the relevant situation rules with the best score 
681among available situations rules. The score for each rule item is calculated based on 
682Equation 6. Therefore, if the user changes its preferences, the system selects the new rules 
683directly from the current context configuration set without performing phase 1.

684The prototype is developed for situations enrichment and management by end-users 
685and the administrator in smart environments. It allows an administrator to manage the 
686rules repository by domain (security, demotic, health, study, work, tourism, shopping) and 
687control the recommendation parameters according to user situation. It also helps end-
688users to profit from rich and dynamic user experiences. 

689Initially, when launching the prototype, the user should provide his social accounts 
690(Facebook or Google Calendar) to enable the recommender to extract his/her interests and 
691propose new situations rules. Since the user needs to exploit different available services 
692in his smart domain, he has to define his preferences. After defining his preferences and 
693daily situations, the recommender starts to suggest the user’s relevant rules and 
694appropriate services. To define the situations easily, we propose a mobile application GUI 
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695enabling to define daily situations and/or to subscribe to external sources for a richer and 
696more dynamic application. The user can select a preferred device to run recommended 
697services. To respond to user situations, the prototype needs to be aware of his context at 
698all times and continues suggesting new situations rules according to his current location, 
699preferences and needs.

700

701Figure 6. GUI for specifying the values of preferences.

7025.2. Possible scenarios  
703We used our prototype to assist the user in his daily life situations. We want to meet 

704the user’s needs in different places using the rule recommendation and service adaptation 
705process based on the device’s context information. We assume that the prototype has a 
706registry of all his situation rules. As shown in Figure 7, the user has three domains (i.e. 
707home, car, and office domains). 

708

709Figure 7. Possible scenarios.

710If we assume that user’s preferences are more important than situation, thus, 
711preference is expressed with high priority and assigned to value ∈  [0.7   1[; situation is 
712expressed with low priority and assigned to value ∈  ]0     0.3]). For example, WP = 0.7 
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713and Ws = 0.3. Since we have two types of preferences, so WEP = 0.35 and WIP = 0.35 as 
714shown in Figure 8. These weights cannot be directly specified by the user but we need an 
715expert to prioritize such criteria. For the threshold between 0.6 and 1, we apply a threshold 
716of 0.6. It permits to recommend wide range of situations rules to achieve high number of 
717situation rules correctly recommended compared to other thresholds based on several test 
718results.

719. 

720                          Figure 8. Similarity weights for all scenarios.

721First Scenario. The first scenario consists of responding to the user, Adam, who is at 
722home. The system recommends suitable rule items according to the home's location, 
723explicit and implicit preferences. The user sets his explicit preferences as shown in Figure 
7249. The PP vector (Preference Pair) of information presented in Section 4 are calculated, 
725based on the provided profile configuration. 

726

727                         Figure 9. Explicit preferences for the first scenario.

728Table 2 shows a list of relevant home situation rules (e.g. house_ intrusion_ alarm, 
729house_ fire_ alarm, etc.) for every field (security, domotics, and study), where each rule 
730item 𝑟𝑖 is a recommended rule where the final score 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑖 ≥ 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 . We pertain to 
731sorting the suitable rules by field according to the score reached through the ontology-
732based context-aware recommendation process. However, selecting the top-10 rules is 
733sufficient. Moreover, due to the constrained resources of mobile devices, compatible rule 
734items were automatically defined using SWRL language.

735Table 2. List of recommended rules with first preferences configuration and context (home).

Field Rule Item SIMEP SIMIP SIMs Score
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Study_Home_Evening 0.8165 0.8135 0.7291 0.7892
Study

Study_Home_Weekend 0.8165 0.8135 0.6188 0.7561

Adjuste_Water_Temperature 0.8165 0.8135 0.8184 0.8160

Morning_Preparation 0.8165 0.8135 0.8184 0.8160

Morining_Turn_Light_Kitchen 0.8165 0.8135 0.8184 0.8160

Enter_Bathroom_Light_On 0.8165 0.8135 0.8184 0.8160

Wake_Up_All_Wakes_Up 0.8165 0.8135 0.8184 0.8160

Leave_Bathroom_Light_Off 0.8165 0.8135 0.8465 0.8244

Domotics

Showing_Light_Color_Blue 0.8165 0.8135 0.8465 0.8244

House_Fire_Alarm 0.8165 0.8135 0.7326 0.7902

Home_Intrusion_Alarm 0.8165 0.8135 0.6548 0.7669

Home_Room_Unlocking 0.8165 0.8135 0.6231 0.7574

Security_Control_Door 0.8165 0.8135 0.7326 0.7902

Security

Night_Garage_Close 0.8165 0.8135 0.5551 0.7370
736Second Scenario. A second scenario is when it is time to go to work; the system 

737loaded the user’s outdoors preferences to recommend new rule items and ensure the 
738dynamic context changes (location is outside home and the available device is smartphone 
739and car’s navigator). The new recommended rules items are automatically updated and 
740adapted to new current context. Table 3 shows a list of relevant home situation rules (e.g. 
741al_otahim_Market, car_map_weekday, etc.) for every field (shopping and driving). Figure 10 
742illustrates the user explicit preferences for the second scenario.

743

744Figure 10. Explicit preferences for the second scenario.

745Table 3. List of recommended rules with second preferences configuration and context (outdoors).

Field Rule Item SIMEP SIMIP SIMs Score
Path_Route 0.4165 0.2235 0.5996 0.4038

Driving
Car_Map_Weekday 0.4165 0.2235 0.3528 0.3298

Shop_Al_Othaim_Market 0.4165 0.2235 0.4898 0.3709

Shop_Al_Basem_Shop 0.4165 0.2235 0.4831 0.3689

Shoping_Order_Google_Calendar 0.4165 0.2235 0.4048 0.3454
Shopping

Shop_Open_Send_Email 0.4165 0.2235 0.3072 0.3161
746Third Scenario. When a user enters his office, of course, his preference configurations 

747will be loaded (see figure 11). The system runs the ontology-based context-aware 
748probabilistic recommendation process and the list of recommended rules is shown in 
749Table 4.  When meeting time comes, the Service Deployment module orchestrates the 
750best way to adapt the interactive services after finding available devices. The system 
751removes Pen-click services on his desktop PC. 
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752

753Figure 11. Explicit preferences for the third scenario.

754Table 4. List of recommended rules with first preference configuration and context (home).

Field Rule Item SIMEP SIMIP SIMs Score
Plugged_Device_Battery_Low 0.8660 0.4780 0.2955 0.5590

Meeting_Office 0.8660 0.4780 0.2899 0.5573

Office_High_Glucose_Inject_Insulin 0.8660 0.4780 0.2610 0.5487

Work_Leave_Light_Off 0.8660 0.4780 0.2610 0.5487

Save_Documents_After_Working_Time 0.8660 0.4780 0.2351 0.5409

Work

Mute_Phone_Enter_Work 0.8660 0.4780 0.1117 0.5039

Turn_Camera_On_Leave_Office 0.8660 0.4780 0.1619 0.5189
Security

Office_Surveillance 0.8660 0.4780 0.1241 0.5076

7555.3. Evaluation and Comparison 
7565.3.1. Dataset    

757A data set of 100 rules for daily living of different fields (security, domotics, health, 
758study, work) that help to evaluate the performance of semantic-based context-aware 
759probabilistic recommendation approach. The specified values of user’s preferences are 
760randomly selected to automatically build various execution tests. We tested a series of 
761recommended rules items on the three preferences reconfiguration (home, outdoors, and 
762office). Figures 12 displays some rules items used in experimentation.For evaluation 
763process, we include two strategies for feeding the dataset. The first one is the dataset 
764generator module that creates a specified number of situations rules according to 
765user abilities and needs of user in order to simulate the recommendation process of 
766situations. The second one is the dataset injector module, which is responsible for enriching 
767dataset with various data (location, time, date and tasks) of everyday situations from 
768external sources using Netflix, Facebook, Twitter and Google Calendar. This data is 
769extracted as text transformed in XML and injected into the user’s application (rules 
770repository).
7715.3.2. Performance Measures

772This section demonstrates how the proposed approach can achieve the 
773recommendation accuracy based on user’s context, his preferences and his available 
774devices. The multi-domain rule repository (i.e. history of users’ rules) of  this experiment 
775is used. We evaluate the performance in automatically selecting rules items in terms of:

776 Precision (𝑃) is the ratio of relevant recommended rule items to the user and 
777the total among the recommended ones.

778 Recall (𝑅) is the ratio of relevant recommended items among the total 
779number of all items.

780 F1-score (𝐹1) is used to evaluate a weighted average of precision and recall.
781These metrics are calculated as follows:
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782 
783Figure 12. An example of a user rules repository in three user’s domains.

  𝑃 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
(7)

 𝑅 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
(8)

       𝐹1 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
(9)

784Where:
785 TP is the total number of relevant rules items (True Positive);  
786 FP is the total number of non-relevant rules items (False Positive);  
787 TN is the total number of relevant rules items that are not selected by the 

788proposed approach (True Negative);  
789 FN is the total number of non-relevant rules items that are not selected by 

790the proposed approach (False Negative); 

7915.3.3. Tests and configuration setup 
792We performed the following five tests:

793 Test # 1: Rules items recommendation based on explicit preference context
794We have applied the explicit preference context approach in order to extract the EP vector 
795according to set of fields:  application’s fields ("security", "domotics", "health", "study", 
796"work","driving","shopping"), user’s domain ("home", "office", "university", "outdoors"), 
797day ("weekday", "weekend") and time ("morning", "evening", "night").  First, the system 
798computes the weights for explicit preferences of a user according to Eq.1 for a profile 
799configuration. Table 5 illustrates explicit weights for three profiles configurations.
800 Test # 2: Rules items recommendation based on hybrid preference-based approach
801We applied both implicit and explicit preference approach to evaluate rule item according 
802to current context of user. Hybrid preference-based recommendation compares location, 
803day, and time in a situation rule item with terms that define user preference to determine 
804whether user likes that rule item.      
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805Table 5. Explicit weights for three profiles configurations.

Configurations Smart Domain Fields Day Time

Configuration#1 Home      
Study   :  0.33
Domotics  : 0.33
Security   : 0.33

Weekday:0.33
Weekend:0.67

Weekday:0.33
Weekend:0.67

Configuration#2 Outdoors Driving    :0.5
Shoping   : 0.5   Weekday :1 Weekday :1

Configuration#3 Office      Work      0.5
Security   : 0.5 Weekday :1 Weekday:1 

806 Test # 3: Rules items recommendation based on implicit preference context
807We apply the content-based approach to extract the implicit preference vector according 
808to the user’s agenda history. This experiment allows us to compute the weights for implicit 
809preferences of user according to Algorithm.2 and recommends relevant situation rules 
810against the current user’s context based on the rule item terms weights and rules items 
811history (see Figure 13).
812 Test # 4: Rules items recommendation based on situation context Bayesian-based 

813approach
814Based on the Bayesian approach, we generate 6 × 4 × 2 × 3 = 120 classes and each class is 
815represented by a set of weight vectors. Then, we use the situation context Bayesian-based 
816approach to evaluate the probability of the rule item belonging to the situation context.
817 Test # 5: Rules items recommendation based on the proposed approach
818In this test, we apply the context-aware semantic probabilistic approach to evaluate rule 
819items according to users’ preferences, user’s situations, and device capability. 

820

821Figure 13. Implicit weights for rules history.

822The performance measures of the proposed approach are evaluated and compared 
823using three criteria: user’s preferences, rule item content and context situation. The 
824effectiveness of the semantic-based probabilistic context-aware approach was compared 
825with some well-known classifiers (Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
826and Random Forest (RF)). Note that all experiments have been conducted on Java Eclipse 
827on an Intel processor core i5-2430 2.4 GHz and 8 GB RAM. The experiment was conducted 
828on multi-smart domains dataset. This dataset consists of 100 rules items, 76 belong to daily 
829activities and 24 belong to health and security situations rules. We divide dataset into two 
830parts: training and testing. The first one uses the training data set with a size of 80% and 
831the second has a size of 20 %. The detail of configurations and situations rules items sets 
832are presented in Table 6.

8335.4. Results and Discussion 
8345.4.1. Evaluation and comparison regarding accuracy 

835The goal of this experiment is to analyze which recommendation criteria make the 
836system more accurate when we rely on preference, rule items content or both.  Thus, we 
837have carried out several performance experiments using the proposed approach by 
838observing five criteria:
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839Table 6. Configuration setup.

Parameter Size
Number of situations rules items 100

Number of daily activities 80
Number of health and security rules 20
Number of profiles configurations 3

Number of available devices 10 - 1000
Weights Explicit Preference (WEP) 0.35
Weights Implicit Preference (WIP) 0.35

Weights Naive Bayes (WS) 0.30
8401. Explicit Preferences (EP), 
8412. Implicit Preferences (IP), 
8423. Both Explicit and Implicit preferences (EIP), 
8434. Contextual-based Bayesian (Cx-Bayesian) and 
8445. All criteria are considered (EIP and Cx-Bayesian). 

845Comparisons of accuracy across criteria (explicit preference, implicit preference, rule 
846item content, and situation context) are reported in Figure 14.  The proposed approach 
847reaches a promising precision based on all criteria as compared with other possible 
848combinations of criteria of the proposed approach with 95.23% on rules repository.  
849Besides, the proposed approach achieves 96.42% Recall and demonstrates a higher F1 
850score rate of 95.82%. In addition, even if implicit context content is extracted from the 
851smart-domain dataset, the proposed approach performs better than other models.

852

853Figure 14. Comparison of accuracy for different criteria by the proposed approach

8545.4.2. Compared classifiers regarding accuracy 
855Table 7 shows the comparison of the precision and recall of the proposed approach 

856using non-contextual classifiers (DT, KNN, and SVM). The proposed contextual Bayesian 
857classifier based on Multi-OSCM ontology model attains a promising precision as 
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858compared to other non-contextual classifiers with 95.23% on multi-smart domain rules 
859repository.  Besides, the proposed approach demonstrates a higher recall of 95.82%. 
860From these results, we can conclude that the proposed method is more effective than 
861traditional classifiers in which ontology-based contextual Bayesian technique is applied.

862Table 7. Comparison of the proposed approach with other classifiers.

Classifier Accuracy Recall
KNN 92.06% 93.25%
DT 80.95% 86.39%

SVM 87.30% 86.39%
Proposed Approach 95.23% 95.82%.

8635.4.3. Evaluation of response time
864In smart domains (home, city, health, tourism, etc.), the services recommendation 

865and adaptation processes involve analyzing trade-offs between response time and 
866number of mobile devices. Moreover, once a user’s situation has been recommended it 
867will be important to determine its applicability across the available devices. Thus, we 
868evaluated the response time (e.g. total of recommendation and adaptation time) of the 
869proposed approach by varying the numbers of mobile devices such that the number of 
870situation rules is fixed to 80. As shown in Table 8, we observe that the increased number 
871of mobile devices incurs service adaptation delay.

872Table 8. Evaluation of response time (ms) of proposed approach using different criteria (Number of 
873situation rules is fixed to 80).

Number of mobile devicesCriteria 10 50 100
Explicit Preferences 29.40 33.02 46.05

Implicit Preferences (Item content) 25.20 36.74 61.18
Explicit and  Implicit Preferences 42.32 51.37 84.19

Contextual Bayesian (context situation) 148.56 153.08 193.27
Preferences and  Contextual Bayesian 177.04 182.24 245.14

8745.4.4. Discussion 
875For achieving a good recommendation system, we include implicit context 

876preference based on Algorithm (2) in the learning and recommendation process, since 
877when rule items repository increases, so do accuracy. That algorithm was proposed with 
878the hypothesis that the users cover all situation rules, and then enriches his agenda with 
879new relevant situation rule for daily living not already doing it. With that hypothesis, our 
880system gives mainly relevant with close matched context ignoring other possible 
881contextual configurations. 

882The comparative analysis of recommendation approaches used for situation rules 
883recommendation reveals the following important points:

884 Among the four recommendation criteria, the proposed approach-using 
885user’s implicit and explicit preferences, user's history, user’s current 
886situation gives highest accuracy for rule item recommendation. However, 
887explicit preference-based approach gives lowest accuracy.

888 In addition, the proposed approach shows highest level of performance with 
889100% smart domains covered under the different user's domains (security, 
890demotic, health, study, work, tourism, shopping). The explicit preference-
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891based approach shows lowest area covered under poor user-specified 
892preferences. 

893 Among the four approaches, explicit preference-based approach presents the 
894fastest algorithm for rule item recommendation with the highest prediction 
895speed and lowest training time. However, the proposed approach presents 
896best recommendation approach with the highest accuracy and recall rates 
897and acceptable execution time.

898The proposed approach on context-aware preferences and rules items contents attains 
899promising accuracy results as compared to traditional machine learning approaches as 
900showed in Figure 14 and Table 7. However, the semantic-based context-aware probabilistic 
901approach is much better than traditional machine learning approaches in managing and 
902recommending relevant rules in terms of accuracy, recall and F1-score. The response time 
903of our approach on daily life rules dataset is demonstrated in Table 8 towards the 
904recommendation of relevant rules from three user’s locations (home, office, outdoors). It 
905is semantically flexible in situation enrichment and adaptation model for context-aware 
906pervasive applications. However, the rules recommendation time must be improved in large 
907datasets. 

908In our future work, will consider the optimum execution time of the large number of 
909user situations datasets from the real-world daily life situations whiles considering the 
910collaborative mechanisms and high-performance machine, which makes the results more 
911practical.

9126. Conclusion 
913In this paper, we proposed and evaluated a dynamic and modular methodology for 

914classification and recommendations of user’s situation rules for adaptable context-aware 
915mobile applications. As presented, the proposal mainly madding up two processes, the 
916learning process, and the recommendation process. The former can be summarized in the 
917semantic classification of user’s situations rules. While the latter is based on the dynamic 
918injection of situations rules at run-time through the hybridization of the content-based 
919approach, the Bayesian classifier approach, and the ontology-based SWRL rules. The 
920recommendation process can be applied to any smart domain and use explicit and implicit 
921user preferences rules and Bayesian classifier to increase performances for relevant 
922situation rules recommendation. Besides, the use of the ontology model on learning and 
923recommendation processes facilitates the filtering and customization of situation rules. 
924The approach has been demonstrated through a simple case study to simulate its overall 
925execution flow. The experimental evaluation of accuracy and performance through a large 
926dataset reflects the effectiveness of our approach in comparison with existing works. 
927Future works directions include improvements into similarity and inference in matching 
928tools and similarity measures with different types of multimedia properties.
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